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Color in a butterfly each time  
you read this book!

This book belongs to:
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Get Ready to ReadGet Ready to Read

Focus  Words

top sun tug

lug rig cog

up big tap

get

Review Words

Ben at men

not it it

lot on tic

Get Ready to ReadGet Ready to Read

Focus  Words

fun wit jig

vet box jot

wiz six zip

quit yet

Review  Words

pal hum leg

got lid mug

get dip on

sob
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Sentences

He has wit.

Pop and Pug go to the vet.

Sight  Words

my he go

to what do

see says we

she
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VocabularyVocabulary

pug
a breed of small dogs 
with short hair, a wide, 
wrinkled face, and a 
flat nose
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My pop is fun.
He is my pal.
He has wit.
He does a jig!
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My pop has a pup.
He is a pug.
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Pug is sick.
Pop and Pug go to the vet.
What can I do?
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I sit and hum.
I tap my leg.
I got it!
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I see a box.
It has a lid.
I get the box.
The box has a mug!
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Dip, dip, dip
Dot, dot, dot
A pup is on the mug. It is a pug!
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I jot on the mug.
It says Pop and Pug.
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My pug mug is bad!
I sob.
I am not a wiz.
I am only six!
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I zip to my mom.
We hug.
She says do not quit!
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I will not quit!
I am not a wiz yet.
But I can do it!
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Dip, dip, dip
Dot, dot, dot
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Pop and Pug love it!
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Building KnowledgeBuilding Knowledge

It is important to have a good mindset. 
A mindset is a belief or attitude we 
have about something. There are two 
types of mindsets you can have. A fixed 
mindset or a growth mindset.

A fixed mindset is thinking that no 
matter how hard you try, you can’t get 
better at something. A growth mindset 
is thinking that you can get better at 
something with practice. 

Someone with a fixed mindset might 
say things like “I can’t do this” or “I quit”. 
On the other hand, someone with a 
growth mindset will say “I can’t do this 
yet!” or “I will keep trying!”. We can 
choose what kind of mindset we have. 
If we choose to have a fixed mindset, 
we will always think we can’t. If we 
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have a growth mindset, we will believe 
in ourselves and know that we can if 
we try!

Having a growth mindset can make us 
better students and better learners. It 
can help us when we play sports, do art 
projects, or help our family with chores. 
Having a growth mindset helps us face 
challenges with confidence!
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What kind of mindset do you think you 
have most of the time?
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Literature ResponseLiterature Response

How does the girl’s way of thinking 
make a difference in her special gift 
for Pop?
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